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“She’s got
minimal facial
expression.”
— Dr. Neil Sadick
vor more conservative facial
shaping, using more strategically placed filler — and less
of it,” says Dr. Sadick, who is
not Jennie’s doc. Plastic surgeon Dr. John Zannis, who
also has not treated the star,
believes that lip filler may
have plumped up her mouth
and reduced lines, to great effect. While Jennie has admitted to Botox injections in the
past, she credits her sugarfree diet and beauty regimen
for her ageless visage. “I take
really good care of my skin,”
she says, “and never go to bed
with makeup on. Ever!”
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NOW
FOREHEAD

“Her brows have
an elevated arch, likely
from Botox,” says
Dr. Papantoniou, pointing to
Jennie’s smooth forehead
as further proof. Expense:
$450 to $1K every
three months.

EYES

Dr. Zannis cites the
improvement in the
star’s under-eye area
as evidence of a filler like
Restylane “to improve her
sunken look.” Price tag:
$1.2K annually.

LIPS

The subtle
change in Jennie’s lips
is due to filler, says Dr.
Papantoniou. Cost is $600
to $1.2K every six to nine
months, “depending on
how many syringes are
required,” explains
the doc.

CHIN

“Jennie’s jawline
and chin look more
rounded,” observes
Dr. Sadick. He thinks the
change is the result of filler
injections, which cost
$600 to $850
per year.

Jennie’s Fresh Face

GETTY (2)

ennie Garth isn’t in
high school anymore,
but you can’t blame the
former Beverly Hills, 90210
star for trying to look like
she is! The 44-year-old
seems to be recapturing her
teenage glow by turning to
Botox and fillers, experts
tell Life & Style. Dr. Kally
Papantoniou, who doesn’t
treat the actress, credits filler for enhancing the mom
of three’s forehead, cheeks
and lips. “This has given her
a youthful fullness,” praises the dermatologist. Dr.
Neil Sadick agrees, but suggests Jennie lighten up on
the Botox because it’s causing her brows to arch and her
face to freeze. “I would fa-
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